CUSTOM TRIYANG
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

Mix and match the patterned
sections of the Triyang collection
shawls to make your own custom
pieces with lace, cables, colorwork,
and/or plain sections. Or, use this
pattern alone to make Triyang shawls
with combinations of garter stitch,
stockinette stitch, and/or your own
stitch pattern ideas plugged in.
Custom Triyang is copyright Lee
Meredith 2016 - for personal use only,
no reprinting/redistributing - thanks!
Visit the leethalknits.com faq page or
the leethal ravelry group if you have
questions or need help.

YOU NEED
‣ yarn fit to what kind of piece you
want to make (see sizing notes)
-- if using collection patterns for sections
1 and/or 3, use DK-bulky weight,
DK for a small size, bulky for large
-- if not using collection patterns (just
stockinette/garter) for sections 1
and 3, use any weight to get any size
-- blocking is very important,
especially when combining different
types of stitch patterns, so use
yarn(s) that will block well (like wool)
‣ needles sized to match yarn (see
gauge) - a circular needle 32”/80cm
or longer for holding the stitches
‣ 1-2 stitch markers

YARN
gauge
Use needles sized to work well with
your yarn, depending on what kinds
of patterns you’ll be using and what
kind of piece/fabric/drape you want.
The patterns/sections are all
designed to fit together as long as
you are using the same needle and
yarn size throughout - so you’ll have
a different gauge with stockinette vs
garter stitch, for example, but you
can mix and match those stitches
within the same piece. There’s no
need to check gauge, just make
sure you like your fabric and use the
same needle size throughout.

yardage
Yardage will depend on size,
gauge, patterns, etc; below are very
approximate estimates for each
section in each pattern - don’t cut it
too close if you don’t have a backup
plan, since they are vague estimates.
Section 1 usually uses somewhere
from 25-33% of the total yardage, so
you can figure out if it’s looking like
you’ll have enough by weighing your
yarn at the beginning, then weighing
what remains after section 1. Divide
total weight by 4, then multiply that by
3 (to get 75% of the total) - if that
much (or more) remains after section
1, you should be okay for yardage.

colors
If you’re switching colors for
each section, begin working with
the new color(s) on the transition
row leading into the new section.
The section 1 to 2 transition row is
written as part of section 1, but if you
want to use a new color for section 2,
be sure to begin with that new color
on this row at the end of section 1.
For details on striping, see the
original Triyang pattern pdf.

SIZING
If you’re not using collection
patterns for sections 1 or 3, you can
use any weight yarn to make any size.
If you are using a collection pattern
for section 1 or 3, then your stitch
counts will be set so sizing will depend
on weight/gauge - see the pattern(s)
you’re using for size estimates. The
estimates in the pattern you’re using
for section 3 will be the most accurate.
Garter and
stockinette
estimates are
especially vague,
for when those
sections are used
in combination
with collection
pattern section(s).
Use these to
estimate for aran
(between worsted
& bulky) or DK (a
bit less than
worsted).

The length along the top of your
finished piece will be approximately
double the length of section 1a,
measured along the edge without live
stitches (see schematic on page 8).
This will vary depending on specifics,
but it will always be generally true.

MAKING A CUSTOM TRIYANG
Choose the pattern you want to
use for each of the three sections
(sections 1, 2, 3 are the bottom,
middle, top parts of the shawl) - a
complex stitch pattern from one of
the other collection patterns, or a
plain stitch pattern from this pdf.
If you plan to combine sections
from the collection patterns only (no
garter or stockinette), most of this pdf
won’t apply. Reference the grid on
the next page for which pages to
print/read from the collection patterns.
Do not use the original Triyang pdf
for any sections; all the instructions
for making garter stitch sections are
in this pdf, written so that they can be
combined with other patterns, etc.

terms used within this pdf
Collection patterns = Twou, Vire,
Liy; the Triyang collection patterns
besides the Triyang pattern itself.
Custom pattern = the pattern
sections in this pdf (pages 5-7), for
garter stitch or stockinette, which
can be used in combination with
sections from the collection patterns.
Standard stockinette = working in
stockinette with the same yarn
weight as the rest of the piece; not
mixed-weight stockinette (page 4).

very approximate yardage estimates per section
section 1
section 2
section 3
TWOU - worsted
105y / 95m
95y / 85m
150y / 135m
TWOU - bulky
150y / 135m
135y / 125m
215y / 195m
VIRE - worsted
85y / 75m
105y / 95m
175y / 160m
VIRE - bulky
115y / 105m
145y / 135m
240y / 220m
LIY - worsted (total)
165y / 150m
95y / 85m
240y / 220m
LIY - bulky (total)
230y / 210m
130y / 120m
330y / 300m
garter - worsted
200y / 185m
150y / 135m
215y / 195m
garter - bulky
235y / 215m
210y / 190m
250y / 230m
stockinette - worsted 150y / 135m
110y / 100m
160y / 145m
stockinette - bulky
175y / 160m
160y / 145m
190y / 175m
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